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Introduction
The new Employer Hub has been designed to provide a clean, modern interface to improve
user experience. It utilises new ‘tiles’ and improved search functionality to improve self-service
and visibility.
New functionality includes:
-

Reports to manage active members.
A Dashboard to provide visibility of monthly submission errors and timeliness.
User ability to reset own passwords.
Improvements to the monthly submission process, including a separate route within
the process for employers submitting larger files to aid usability.

Please note all data included in diagrams within this guide is purely fictional for testing
purposes and is not related to any real member or user data.
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Access
Role Functionality
There are three access types available within the new Employer Hub:
Access Type

Superuser*

Create
New
Users

Reset
Passwords

Access
Worktrays

Complete
Processes

Search for
members/
employers

Edit
Members

Access
Reports

Access
Dashboard

Change
Own
Details

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Limited

✓

✓

Limited

✓

✓

General
Processing
Read Only

✓

*There must be a minimum of one user with Superuser access at every organisation, although the Fund recommends two users with
Superuser access where possible.
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First Time User (Migrated User)
The first time you log on to the new Employer Hub, some initial set up must be completed to
make your account as secure as possible:

Access the new Hub
The new Hub URL is: https://eas.wmpfonline.com/

Login
1. Input your username - this is the same as on the previous employer web portal.
2. Input your password - this is the same as on the previous employer web portal
(unless a password reset has been requested)

3. Input your security answer - this is the same as on the previous web portal. If the
question answered is “Are you authorised to use this account?” , this should be
changed to a more secure question and answer once logged into the new Hub. See
next section for details of how to do this.

4. Upon selecting “sign in”, you will be directed to the Hub’s homepage.
V1 30 November 2020
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Change your security question and answer
1. Select the “change my account” tile upon login. Then select the “Change My User
Details”.

2. Within this tile, select “yes” under “I want to change my security question and
answer”, then select a security question from the dropdown box and input an
answer, noting this is case sensitive.

3. Select “submit” and you will then be prompted to re-enter your password. Once reentered and “submit” has been selected, the security question and answer will have
been amended and the process can be completed, which will take you back to the
homepage.
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Activate Your Account (New Hub Users)
If you have received an email informing you that a new Hub account has been created you
will be required to activate your won account.
Users who have migrated from the existing Employer Web Portal will have had their
account migrated over and will not be required to activate.
To activate an account, you will require:
-

Username (contained within an email issued directly to the user)
Activation code (contained within an email issued directly to the superuser)

1. Click on the link in the email (received to navigate to the Hub’s activation page.
2. Input the username provided directly to you and the activation code issued to the
superuser creating the new user account and select “submit”.
3. You will then be taken to the Terms and Conditions page. Both terms and conditions
must be accepted before you can select “submit” and proceed to activate your
account.
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4. You will be prompted to input contact details not already provided before proceeding
to set your password, security questions and answers. Select “Submit”.

5. You must then set your password and choose a security question and answer, as well
as an additional two security questions and answers in case of future contact with the
Fund. Select “Submit”.

-

The password must be:
Between 9 and 20 characters
Contain at least one number
Contain both upper- and lower-case letters
Contain at least one special character e.g. @,!,£
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6. Upon selecting submit, you will have activated your account. You will then be
redirected to the Fund’s homepage to log in using the username, password and
security question just set.
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General Navigation
Dashboard: Home
2

4

3

5

1. West Midlands Pension Fund - this can be selected from any screen within the Hub
to return to the homepage.
2. Search Bar – an elastic search function that can be used to search for members and
employers.
3. Notifications banner - When a process has been submitted successfully, or an error
has been encountered, these will be visible within the notifications banner.
4. Username- used to sign out of the portal.
5. Tiles - used for navigation of the home page to access existing processes , create
new processes, view and extract reports and dashboards and to amend your
personal details. Each tile will be discussed in more detail later in the handbook.

Search for members and employers
Use the search bar to locate active member or employer records that you have access to.
The following criteria can be used to perform a search;
-

Forename
Surname
Pension Reference Number (Folder Reference)
NINO
Payroll Number
Pay location Name

Wildcard searches can also be undertaken by inputting * after the phrase or letters being
searched for e.g. Smi*, however users are encouraged to use the above search categories
where possible to achieve higher speeds ofrecord return.
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Returned results are limited to the top 20 results, so if a non-specific search is undertaken
and the member/employer is not visible, please refine the search by using a more specific
criterion, such as national insurance number rather than name, for example.

History views
On member or employer records, history views are viewable via the “Open history views”
action.

You will then be able to open and view a range of history views. In each screen, specific rows
can be looked at in more detail by selecting, then pressing “view row”

History Views can also be opened in a separate window/tab whilst in a process. This will
enable you to complete processes which require information e.g. S4s, whilst having the
process and history views open simultaneously.
To open history views in a separate window, select the hyperlink “UPMFolder:Member’s
name…..” underneath “Work Item processing”.
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Icons within processes
There are multiple screens within processes which will allow you to see process information,
actions, process history, any documents stored against the process and process comments.
These icons are visible down the left-hand side of the screen when a process is open, Most
processes will be done completely through the “Process actions screen”.
Icon

Tab Description
Process Details
This tab contains process details and also provides a link to open the record
which this process has been started against. From here, a user can see the
process stage, who it is assigned to, the date started, date due and the work
item number to quote to the Fund if in need of assistance.
Process Actions
This tab contains the process stages and actions which will need to be
completed for the process to progress. The actions and stages will change
within this tab as the user works through the process. This is the main tab that
employers will use when completing a process.
Process Documents
This tab will show any documents which are linked to this process. This may
be especially useful once web remittance advice documents have been
created within the Monthly Submissions process.
Process History
This tab will show the audit history of the process.

Process Comments
This tab will show if any process comments have been made.

Document storage
Documents submitted to the Fund through the Hub are stored on the records of the member
or employer that the document relates to.
To view these documents:
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1. Search for the relevant member or employer using the search bar. Select the correct
result to open.

2. Once the member or employer’s details are open, select the ‘Documents’ icon on
the far left.

3. Within the documents, dynamic web forms (e.g. bulk joiner files), External files (e.g.
Monthly Submission files) and output documents (e.g. Web Remittance Advice) will
be available. These can be filtered and ordered using the Filter/Order options within
this page.
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Workfeed Tile
The workfeed tile provides you with access to your individual work tray and group trays. If you
have with ‘Read Only’ access you will not be able to view the workfeed.
If you have access to the workfeed you will have an individual work tray (My Work) and access
at least one group tray, which will be named after the paylocation it relates to. You can choose
whether you want to look at your own work, work within group trays you have access to, or
both, by selecting or deselecting which trays you want to be viewable as shown below.

Functionality
Within the workfeed, you have the option to:
-

Free Filter: the search covers anything in blue on the below screenshot.
View worktrays for other users within your organisation.
Order processes: by title, start date or due date.
Filter processes by designated filters e.g. New items, Items due soon, Items
overdue.
Reassign work to another user within the organisation.
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Reassigning Work
To reassign work to another user within your organisation:
1. Select the process you want to reassign by selecting the tick box on the right of the
process.

2. Select “reassign”. This will provide a list of users within the organisation that the
process can be reassigned to. Select the user to whom the process is to be
reassigned. The process will then be reassigned and be visible in that user/group’s
tray.
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Start a Process Tile
In the new Employer Hub, all processes are started through the “start a process” tile, and
then then you can select the member/employer to whom the process is relevant.
If you know the process you are looking for, a filter function is available to search for the
appropriate process. Processes that are used the most frequently are also populated in the
“most frequently used” drop down to aid accessibility.
Processes will be accessible from one of two drop downs, depending on whether the process
relates to a member or an employer.

Once the process has been selected:
1. Select “Submit” to start the process.
2. You will then be prompted to choose the Member or Employer to start the process
against. Member name searches and wildcard searches can be completed; however,
the Fund recommends using:
a. Pension Reference Number
b. NINO
c. Payroll Number

3. Once you have selected the Member/Employer, a summary of basic details will be
shown for you to check against and ensure you have selected the correct
Member/Employer. Once happy, select “Submit” and the relevant process will start.
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There are minimal changes to the steps within majority of the processes on the new Hub, so
once you have selected submit, you will be able to complete the process as you would have
previously.
More detailed instructions for completion of the Monthly Submission process and changes to
this process are available further on in the manual. (please select the link to be redirected to
the Monthly Submission process).
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SSRS Reports Tile
New reports have been developed as part of new Hub functionality to assist employers and to
help improve the quality of theie data submitted.
The data used to create the reports is refreshed each evening.

Report Functionality
1
7
6

2
3

4

5

1. Parameters - are available to limit the results of the report based upon specified
categories depending on the report.
2. Pages - If the report runs on to multiple pages, you can either scroll through page
numbers or input a page number to search for. There will always be a total listed in a
green bar to signal the report’s end.
3. Resize - you can resize the report to adjust to fit on one page if appropriate or to
zoom in.
4. Export - Multiple export options are available to allow export and save outside the
Hub. The Fund recommends reports are exported to either Excel or CSV format,
where they can be filtered, sorted and manipulated using existing excel
functionality.
5. Print – you can print hardcopies of the report directly from the Hub.
6. Find – you can search for specific items within reports e.g. surname, payroll number,
NINO. If more than one result is returned, the “next” option will you to look through all
available search results.
7. View Report - once parameters have been set, the “view report” button will run the
report. If parameters are changed when in a report, this can be selected to refresh
the results.

WMPF- List of Active Members

The active members report allows you to see all active members, except where an S4 process
has been submitted and is awaiting processing by the Fund or if another leaver-type process
is currently underway. These figures will mirror the data shown on the pie chart available on
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the Employer Administration Dashboard. The report is designed to recognise members who
are: Possible Leavers (current and previous years), Confirmed Leavers, Possible NonMembers and Active members.

Member Type
Confirmed Leavers

Explanation
Includes members where the Fund has
been notified by the employer/payroll
provider that the member has left but the
Fund have not yet received an S4 to
provide formal leaver details.
These members require S4s submitting.

Possible Leavers (Previous Year)

Includes members who are not confirmed
leavers and where the last earnings on
record are before the start of the last
complete financial year or if there was a
leaver flag on the last monthly contribution
in the last complete financial year.
These members should be reviewed and
S4’s submitted if appropriate.

Possible Leavers (Current Year)

Includes members who are not confirmed
leavers and where there is a leaver flag on
the last monthly contribution in the current
financial year.
These members require S4s submitting as
soon as leaver information is available.

Possible Non-Member (no contributions)

Includes members who are not confirmed
leavers and who have no monthly or annual
contributions posted. These members may
be unnotified opt-outs or duplicate records.
These members should be reviewed, and
the Fund updated with either the correct
contributions or notification of non-member
or duplication.

Remaining Actives

These are the remaining members not
included in the above categories.
Note- if the latest annual or latest
monthly contributions are not as
expected, there may still be outstanding
queries relating to these members which
may require resolving.
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SSRS Dashboard Tile
The new dashboard has been created as a visual aid to view monthly submission history with
regards to timeliness and quality of data submitted to the Fund, all of which are monitored in
line with expectations set down in the Fund’s Pensions Administration Strategy. The
dashboard can be used as a tool to assess if the quality of data submitted has improved. This
may be of particular interest for those employers using the services of third-party payroll
provider.
Similar to reports (as detailed above), the data can be filtered through use of the
“Employer(s)”, “Date From” and “Date To” fields at the top of the page. The “View Report”
button can also be used to view and refresh the dashboard if parameters are altered. Not all
graphs can be parameterised - those which are not controlled by parameters will be noted in
the graph descriptions as shown below.
As with the reports, the dashboard can be exported for use external to the Hub portal. The
Fund recommends the dashboard is exported in a PDF format.
The graphs available within the dashboard are:
-

Employee by Status
Submission History
Monthly Submission Error Rate
Monthly Submission Pass Rate
Comparison to Previous Month
Post-analysis Errors

Please Note- The dashboard will only start to populate following completion of the first
monthly submission using the new Hub, all previously submitted monthly submissions
data will not be available to view in the dashboard. You will not need to resubmit any
monthly submissions previously provided to the Fund unless specifically requested to
do so by the Fund.
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Employee by Status

This is a visual representation of the number of active members by status for all the Employers
selected in the parameters (the same statuses are as detailed above in the WMPF- Active
Members report). This graph is not impacted by any date parameters selected, as it will show
the number of employees by status as at the latest point that data was updated (usually the
previous evening).This chart will reflect the data provided in the WMPF- Active Members
report.
If there are no possible leavers, confirmed leavers or possible non-members, and all data is
up to date, the graph should be a 100% dark blue- “Active”.

Submission History

This provides a history of the date monthly submission files were submitted to the Fund. As
shown above, the table confirms when each file was due and when it was received.
The table also displays whether the file has been submitted early, on time or was overdue
under the “Working Days Overdue” column. This timescale includes working days only
(weekends excluded), however does not take bank holidays into account.
This graph will be viewable to both employers or payroll providers who have submitted the file,
as well as employers who were included in the file. E.g. it will enable employers to view when
their payroll provider has submitted files, if the employer also has access to the Hub.
This graph is not impacted upon by date parameters selected and will show all submissions
(including resubmissions) for the current scheme year.
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Monthly Submissions Error Rate

The errors shown in this graph should be a direct inverse of the pass figures shown in the
Monthly Submissions Pass Rate graph and is altered using the date parameters.
The graph will show the number of total members submitted in each file in blue and will show
the number of errors in this file in red.
Errors shown in this graph are the errors recorded at the validation stage of the process, which
the origination was required to resolve before progressing with the monthly submissions
process.
If multiple files have been submitted for a month due to a process being restarted or a file
resubmitted, the graphs represent the figures for the most recent file submitted for that month.

Monthly Submissions Pass Rate

The errors show in this graph should be a direct inverse of the error figures shown in the
Monthly Submissions Error Rate graph and is altered using the dateparameters.
The graph will show the total number of members submitted in each file in blue, and will show
the number of passes in this file in green.
If multiple files have been submitted for a month due to a process being restarted or a file
resubmitted, the graphs represent the figures for the most recent file submitted for that month.
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Comparison to Previous Month

The table will allow you to compare the data submitted in the most recent month’s file
compared to the data submitted in the previous month.
This table is not impacted by the dates set in the parameters; it will show the most recent
month’s comparison to the previous month, and so cannot be run retrospectively.
The graph compares:
-

-

Total Members - if the file submitted contains more, less than or the same number of
members compared to last month’s file.
Errors - if the file submitted contains more, less or equal errors at validation stage
compared to last month’s file. The number of errors will be taken from the most
recently submitted file for that month if more than one is submitted.
Warnings - the number of warnings recorded to the Fund. This is a future
development and is not in use at this stage

Post Analysis Errors

This graph displays the number of post-analysis errors recorded following the file’s
submission to the Fund. The errors show in this graph are altered using the date
parameters.
The employer will be notified of the detail of these errors for resolution via a feedback email
as per the Fund’s usual process. This graph shows the number of errors the employer or
payroll provider is required to rectify within each file following submission and does not include
any errors requiring rectification by the Fund.
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Change My Account Tile
From this tile, you can change your password and change certain details relating to your
account.
Details you can change are:
-

Telephone number
Title
Surname
Security question and answer

To change any of these details:
1. Select the “change your details” option within the “Change My Account” tile. This
will provide you with a list of items they can change.

2. Select “yes” to which details are to be changed. This will open a drop down to
display what is currently held and will enable you to alter details held.
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3. Once all required details have been changed, you can then select “submit” and will
be directed to enter your password to finalise changes. Once a password is
submitted, the change will have been made, and you will see a confirmation
message. You can then select “complete” and continue using the Hub.

Forgotten Details
If you forget your details, functionality is available to reset a password and to remind a you of
your username.
If details are forgotten:
1. Select the link “Forgotten your user details?” on the homepage.

2. This will prompt the user to choose which information they have forgotten from a
dropdown list.
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Forgotten Answer to Security Question
If you forget the answer to your security question, this cannot be manually changed by you.
You will need to contact the Fund to resolve this issue.

Forgotten Password
If you forget your password, you will be prompted to enter your username and the answer to
your security question.

Once both the above have been input correctly, you will then be able to reset youpassword
to a new password of your choosing. Upon submission, an email will be sent to the email
address registered to your account to confirm that a password change has been successfully
completed. If you have not reset your password but receive an email confirming this
change, contact your organisation’s superuser and the Fund immediately.
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Forgotten Username
If you forget your username, you will be prompted to input the email address linked to your
Hub account. Once submitted, this will then send an email to that email address confirming
your username.
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Troubleshooting- Possible Error Messages
Login
You may receive an error if, at the login stage, the site cannot authenticate your user details
(e.g. if it does not recognise the input username and/or password). The site will provide a
warning if incorrect details have been input.
A similar message will appear if the site cannot authenticate based upon a security question
answer. Security answers are case sensitive.
*NOTE – You have THREE attempts to input your correct details, after which your account
will be locked. A locked user account can be unlocked by a Superuser via the “reset user
password” process.

Starting Processes
Process doesn’t start
When starting a process, please remember to click “Submit” to start the process. The
process will only start once “Submit” has been selected.

Employer is not appearing
If you enter the employer number rather than name, you will receive a message confirming
that no results have been found. This functionality to search by paylocation number is a
future development. If this error occurs, please try again using the employer’s name, or part
of the employer’s name using * for a wildcard search.
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Uploading Files
File type not allowed
Different file types are allowed for different processes. If an incorrect file type is uploaded,
the below error message will be received. Please remove this incorrect file type and load an
alternative.

File Upload Error
If uploading a file and the below error is received, it may be that the process has timed out
due to inactivity or there is a system error. Please retry the process once, and if problems are
still occurring, please contact the Fund. Please take a screen shot of the error to show the
stage at which this has occurred as this may help the Fund in resolving any possible issues.
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Monthly Submissions Process
Changes have been made within this process to provide more in-process guidance and also
to provide a route to make submission of larger files more manageable.
Before submitting a file, please ensure:
-

The file is in CSV. format
The file is saved in the correct format with the header row removed
The file has been through the File checker (please contact Employer Services at
WMPFMonthlySubs@Wolverhampton.gov.uk if you need a copy of the File Checker)

Supporting documentation can be found on the Fund’s website:
https://www.wmpfonline.com/monthlysubmissions
If you need any further guidance, please email Employer Services at:
WMPFMonthlySubs@Wolverhampton.gov.uk or call 0300 111 6516.

Starting the Process
To start a monthly submission process:
1. Go into the “start a process” tile, select the WMPF EAS Monthly Submission
process and select “submit”.
2. Enter the name of the employer into the search bar that will now be visible, select
the correct employer and select “submit”.
3. Review the summary information to ensure the correct employer has been selected.
Once happy the correct employer is selected, select “Submit”.
**NOTE**- it is still possible to submit one file with multiple paylocations
included on the same file as in the previous Employer Web Portal. In this
instance, choose the same employer you would have chosen in previously to
start the process against.
4. Once “submit” is selected, you will be directed back to your Workfeed. The monthly
submission process will have been started in the group tray of the employer the
process was started against. This does not finish the process.
5. From here, you should ensure that both the individual work tray and the relevant
group tray are ticked so they are visible. Once ticked, you will then see the monthly
submission process in the group tray.
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6. The process can then be either assigned to yourself or another user as described in
the “reassigning work” instructions earlier in the manual.
7. Once reassigned to yourself, you should receive a “reassign success” notification.
The “person icon” to the left of the process should change from two people
(signifying the process is in a group tray) to a single person and you can click on the
process name and the process will open.

8. Once the process is opened, the effective date should be entered, or chosen from
the calendar, then submitted. This should be the last day of the month for which
the file is being submitted.

E.g. May 2020 file, effective date= 31/05/2020

9. You will then be asked to choose which route you wish to proceed with: a Large File
route or a Small File route.

If Small File Route
This route should be used by those who are submitting smaller files, which may not take a
long time to validate. This route will not use a scheduler to validate and will allow you to
continue the process straight away.
Once “Proceed to Small File” route has been selected:
1. Please upload the monthly submission file for processing in csv. format. Once
uploaded, select “submit”.
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2. The process will then validate. This may take a few minutes, please do not leave the
process whilst the file is validating.
3. Once validated, you will be able to view any errors the file may have. Errors will be
signified by an X in the “Valid?” column and an error total will be available above
the list of rows.

All errors must be resolved before you are able to proceed to the next stage.
Errors can be resolved either:
a. Outside the process: You can opt to select “back to reload data”. This will
take you back to the upload file stage. The errors can then be amended in
the original file outside of the process, and the newly amended file loaed for
revalidation. (If the large file route was previously chosen, the process will go
back to the scheduler at this point); or
b. Inside the process: You can resolve errors within the process by selecting
each row with an X and selecting “Edit Row”If selecting this method, once
“Edit Row” is selected, you will be presented with the fields for each row,
and a notification of why the row has failed. However, rectifying errors inside
the process will not amend the original data file. Consequently, if the same
file is used as a basis for the following month’s submission, the error will
remain in the file.
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E.g. In the case below, the row does not have a surname for the member

4. Makes amendment within the process to resolve the error. Once all errors in this row
have been resolved. Select “Save and Validate” at the bottom of the page to
revalidate this row.
5. If the error has now passed, there will be a ✓ in the “Valid?” column and also in the
“Modified?” column to show the row has been amended.
6. Repeat Steps 4 - 6 until all rows have been resolved and the error notification reads
0 errors.
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7. Once all errors have been resolved, all rows will have a ✓ in the “Valid?” column.
The user should then “Close” the error rows and select “Proceed to Execute
Data” from the list of actions.

8. The process will then execute the data submitted and once complete a summary
table will appear. Please note this may take a few minutes. Do not exit the
process whilst this stage completes. Please check the number of errors is 0 and
the number of successful rows is equal to the number of members contained within
the data file.

9. Select “Proceed to Employer Web Remittance Advice” in the actions.
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10. “Edit & Validate Remittance Advice” should then be selected in the actions, then
select and edit each employer entry to add in the “Employer Contribution Rate”.
11. To edit each employer entry, select a row and click “Edit Now”.

12. A notification will appear to ask that the row is validated before proceeding. You
should then input the correct information, and once complete, select “Save &
Validate”.
Please used the Notes box to notify the Fund of any discrepancies to enable the
finance team to reconcile expected payments against the amount paid.
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13. Once all the rows have been validated, you are satisfied that the values input are
correct, and each row shows a ✓ in the “Valid?” column, select “close” the
remitance advice entry (or entries) and proceed to authorise.
If any discrepancies are found after totals have been entered, and original data
requires amending, the “To Reject” option can be used to go back to the previous
“Edit/Validate Data” stage, otherwise use the “To Authorise” route.

14. The authorise stage of the process can either be completed by yourself or be
reassigned to another user. If reassigning is required, go into your work tray, select
the process and follow guidance for reassigning work.
15. To authorise a monthly submission process, please check:
a. The financial totals inputted for each row are correct
b. The “Employer’s Contribution Rate” has been updated on each employer’
entry
c. Each row is showing as ticked under the “Valid?” column
If any discrepancies are found, any original member data needs to be amended or
any entries are still showing as errors, use the “To Reject” route to return to the
previous “Edit/Validate Data” stage.
16. Once the data has been checked and it is correct, please select “close” then select
“Submit Remittance Advice”. You will then receive a notification to confirm the file
has been successfully executed.

Sensitivity: PROTECT

17. Select “Authorise Data Changes”. This will approve any lines of member and
admittance advice data that have passed all validations and make the action “To
Reports” available.

18. Select “To Reports”. “Produce Web Remittance Advice(s)” Action. This will
create a web remittance advice document, viewable both in the process and in the
documents view of each employer.
To view and save the document from within the process, after producing the web
remittance advice but before selecting “To WMPF”, select the “Documents” icon on
the far left of the screen. The monthly submission file will be submitted and the Web
Remittance Advice will be seen in the documents. If the web remittance advice is not
viewable when first selected, press “F5” on the keyboard to refresh and the document
should appear. From here, the document can be opened and saved locally to the your
computer. Once complete, go back to the process actions tab to proceed.

To see how to view the document in an employer’s documents later, see “Document
Storage” guidance earlier in the manual.

Sensitivity: PROTECT

19. Select “To WMPF” from the actions to send the process to the Fund. The process is
now complete and you will be returned to your worktray.

If Large File Route
This route should be used by employers who submit high volume files, however it is down to
user discretion which route to take. This route will send the file to a scheduler at the
validation stage, as validation for larger files can often take more time. This will allow the you
to continue to use the Hub whilst the file is validating and carry on with the process once it
has returned from the scheduler.
Please note, files that processed using this route are expected to return within a
couple of hours. If your process has not returned within this time, please contact the
Fund.
Once “Proceed to Large File” route has been selected:
1. Please upload the monthly submission file for processing in csv. format. Once
uploaded, select “submit”.
2. Instead of the process validating on the screen, you will be routed back to your work
tray. The process will have been taken out of your tray to a scheduler for the
validation stage to be completed. The hub can then continue to be used whilst
waiting for the process to return.
3. To check the process has returned, either refresh by pressing “F5” or by logging out
of the Hub and back in again.
4. Once the process has returned, you can continue with the process from the “View
Error Rows” stage as with the small file route. (Step 3 of the small file route)

